Protection against the Omicron and Subsequent Coronavirus Variants: Medical-grade Masking, Third Dose Vaccination, Updating Vaccines, and Pursuing Universal Vaccine
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The novel Omicron SARS-CoV-2 variant, also known as B.1.1.529, was first identified in South Africa in November 2021 and has now been reported in more than sixty countries and has become the dominant variant in the United States 1,2. The Omicron’s R0 could be as high as 10, while for the Delta, it was under seven. Also, the WHO called the risk “very high” 1. The spread of this variant and the possibility of peaks resulting from it have raised concerns in many countries. Herein, the solutions are briefly introduced and discussed.

Medical-grade masking up

Masks are always recommended to protect against coronavirus, but now, with the spread of the Omicron variant, cloth masks, which were considered suitable for low-risk public settings in 2020, are not strongly recommended because they do not offer adequate protection. It is essential to wear a medical-grade mask, at least a three-ply surgical one, to protect against this variant 3.

Third dose vaccination

The third dose injection of COVID-19 vaccines has been rolled out to enhance protection and maintain immunity since the summer because of the evidence indicating reductions in infection and disease following the three-shot vaccination 1,3,4. Therefore, although there were unresolved ethical issues regarding equity in access to the vaccines 3, the three-dose vaccination program is on the agenda, and so far, about 400 million third doses have been injected worldwide 3,4. New laboratory results show that the Omicron has seriously challenged the potency of two doses of the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine in preventing infection 5. With the Omicron variant spreading, recommendations and planning for speeding up the program have been considered 4.

Updating vaccines

Because data on the effectiveness of current vaccines for the Omicron variant were not favorable, Pfizer-BioNTech and Moderna are working on a specific vaccine 3,5,6. Moderna could supply two to three billion vaccine doses in 2022; however, assigning all production while other variants are in circulation is a challenge 6,7. Another challenge is creating the two-tier system that delivers out-of-date vaccines to developing countries 1.

Pursuing universal vaccine

According to scientific evidence and ecological reality, novel coronaviruses will continue to infect animals and be a potential threat to humans, and as a result, viruses with unknown transmissibility and lethality may appear at any time. The development of a long-lasting vaccine against all or most coronaviruses for all ages by applying the knowledge gained from characterizing the range of genetic diversity in animal species and better understanding the pathogenesis of the disease should be considered 7. In addition, the fact that the Omicron variant was potentially developed from a patient with chronic COVID-19 who was immunized with a vaccine may indicate that the virus is opportunistic in its development and mutations to escape the immune system. The role of vaccine-induced immunity in generating novel variants should be considered when planning regular vaccine shots 8.

Concluding remark

Wearing medical-grade masks and injecting a third dose from the current vaccines are the most available and fastest solutions to protect against the Omicron. Developing its updated specific vaccines and the universal vaccine are further scientific steps. At the same time, ethical topics and issues regarding the variants generation after vaccination should not be overlooked.
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